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WELCOME

TO THE BOONE AND
CROCKETT CLUB
PIONEERS OF CONSERVATION, OUR LEGACY FOR GENERATIONS

T

he history of the Boone and
Crockett Club is a 134-yearlong tale of measured and thoughtful
commitment to the conservation of wild
places and the wildlife that call those
places home. That commitment has
always worked to balance human and
wildlife needs, all while preserving the
hunting tradition. Our ethos was shaped
by visionaries who took a commonsense, science-based approach to natural
resource management. To this day, we
continue to build upon the conservation
milestones achieved by our founders.
Shortly after our nation’s independence,
unrestricted market hunting, irresponsible
land-use practices, and pioneer settlement
in the West devastated North America’s big
game populations. Theodore Roosevelt saw
this decimation firsthand when he traveled
west in the 1880s. This prompted him to
protect and restore America’s wild lands, and
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he did so with characteristic zeal. Founding
the Boone and Crockett Club in 1887 was his
first step.
Working with fellow Club members
George Bird Grinnell, Madison Grant,
Gifford Pinchot, and 20 other visionaries,
Roosevelt laid a foundation for the greatest
conservation system the world has ever seen.
Together, they worked to initiate monumental
science-based wildlife management
legislation, including the Lacey Act and the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Not only did Club
members set aside places like Yellowstone,
Glacier, and Denali as national parks, they
created the National Park System, which
has been called America’s greatest idea. In
addition, the Club developed conservation
funding mechanisms like the Federal Duck
Stamp Act and the Pittman-Robertson Act.
Club members created and managed federal
agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service and
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Along with these achievements, the Club
championed a “Fair Chase” hunting ethic,
which influenced game laws throughout
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Image from Camp-Fires on Desert and
Lava by William T. Hornaday.
See page 13 for details.
Our Camp in the Oasis below the Papago Tanks.

North America. To measure their
conservation success, the Club created the
first big game scoring and data collection
system to objectively measure and evaluate
the health and habitat quality of North
American big game populations.

Some current B&C efforts include:
CONSERVATION EDUCATION
We teach everyone. From High Adventure
Base Boy Scout Camps to all-women hunter
education classes to K-12 outdoor camps
to university hunting and education
programs, the Boone and Crockett Club’s
Rasmuson Wildlife Conservation Center on
the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial Ranch,
provides a wild and scenic backdrop to
recruit and retain a host of new hunters,
young and old alike. Most recently, the Club
has been growing its virtual education tools
to include trail camera curriculum and
lesson plans.
POLICY AND LEGISLATION
The Boone and Crockett Club advocates on
your behalf in Washington D.C. Here, we

advise, write, and influence policies and
legislation that directly impact hunting
and conservation.
POACH AND PAY
This truly unique, five-part public education
program is designed to deter poaching and
protect our valuable natural resources and
hunting heritage. Hunters have always been
wildlife’s greatest ally. This program aims to
keep it that way.
CHRONIC WASTING DISEASE
An international issue with no end in sight,
the Club helped found the CWD Alliance
and is on the forefront of CWD research,
education, and legislation.

T

hank you for your interest in the
Boone and Crockett. We sincerely
appreciate your support. Funds
generated from this catalog go directly
to furthering our mission and protecting
our hunting heritage.
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FAIR CHASE MAGAZINE

THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB

Fair Chase magazine is the Club’s main vehicle for communicating with you. Each
issue of Fair Chase contains news about B&C activities in conservation, education,
hunting advocacy, conservation policy, and wildlife research efforts. Conservation
and biological features cover areas of concern to hunters and game managers,
as well as success stories from across North America. Each issue also contains
stories from the field, as well as listings and photos of recently accepted Boone
and Crockett trophies.

NOT AVAILABLE ON
NEWSSTANDS!
Each issue includes a dedicated
section listing trophies accepted
in the Club’s Records Program for
the previous three months. This
section is a great reference guide
and can be used as a supplement
to the last published records book
by the Club. Find out who’s taken
what trophies... and where. The
listing includes the final score,
location of kill, hunter, year taken
and the official measurer who
scored the trophy.

WEB EDITION

You will have access to all the
fully searchable Fair Chase web
editions going back to 2013.

FAIR CHASE ARCHIVES

Read past issues all the way back
to 1994! Each article is available
as a separate PDF file.

JOIN THE BOONE AND CROCKETT
CLUB TODAY AND START RECEIVING
FAIR CHASE MAGAZINE!
The Boone and Crockett Club’s Associates Program
was created as a place where the collective voice of
like-minded individuals could be heard in support
of the Club’s ongoing efforts to make conservation of
wildlife and their habitats a priority. Become a part
of a commitment to preserving our hunting heritage.

SEE PAGE 6 FOR ADDITIONAL BENEFITS.
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SUBSCRIBER EXCLUSIVES AND
PREMIUM ONLINE CONTENT!
Hunt

Lead

Learn

About

News

DEPENDING ON
YOUR INTERESTS,

see the latest posts in each
category: Hunt, Lead,
Learn, About, and News.

Shop

Communities
New and improved
premium content
in the Community
Section. Log in to
begin exploring.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE BOONE
AND CROCKETT WEBSITE
TODAY FOR ACCESS TO
EXCLUSIVE CONTENT!
n All 39 World’s Record Score Charts
n Score charts from the most current big

game entries listed on Records Watch

n Searchable archive of the world's

largest collection of field photos!

n Big Game Records Combinator
n In the Field Monthly e-Newsletter
n Trail Camera Videos

There are other ways to stay
involved! Make sure you are
subscribed to our monthly
e-newsletter In The Field, as
well as follow up on social
media for all the latest news.

@BOONEANDCROCKETTCLUB
#BOONEANDCROCKETTCLUB
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J OI N T ODAY!

BECOME A B&C ASSOCIATE
THREE WAYS TO JOIN

$35 B&C ASSOCIATE
n

n
n

n

n

FOUR ISSUES OF FAIR CHASE MAGAZINE
– Print and digital
2020 Fair Chase Yearbook
ASSOCIATES ON-LINE COMMUNITY — You will
have exclusive access to the Associates Community
of the Club’s web site, including:
– Searchable field photos
– Archives of past Fair Chase articles
– Your own personal scoring database
DISCOUNTS — Receive a 20 percent discount on
select B&C books and merchandise
RECOGNITION ITEMS — Associates receive a
Boone and Crockett window decal

$100 SPONSOR ASSOCIATE
n
n
n

All of the benefits of a B&C Associate, PLUS
Significant tax deduction
NEW! Wool Flatbill Snapback Hat

$250 SPORTSMAN ASSOCIATE
n
n
n
n

All of the benefits of a B&C Associate, PLUS
Big Game Records LIVE! ($50 value, see page 9 for details)
Significant tax deduction
NEW! Kershaw 9” Fillet Knife
and Wild Gourmet

GREAT GIFT IDEAS!

Sign up your hunting partners, friends, family, and anyone
you think might benefit from joining the Boone and Crockett Club.
The Associate gift package includes the first of four issues of Fair Chase along with the
materials listed above, as well as a customizable gift card from you.
See back cover for details.

FAIR CHASE GIFT SUBSCRIPTION
ASSOCIATE | $35
SPONSOR ASSOCIATE | $100
SPORTSMAN ASSOCIATE | $250
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GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS
BY PHONE ONLY, CALL

888-840-4868

FAIR CHASE

2020

YEARBOOK

FROM THE BOONE AND
CROCKETT CLUB AND
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
BUSHNELL
Since we aren’t able to fit in every field
photo in our magazine, we’ve compiled our
2020 Yearbook! The 72-page special edition
is filled with over 200 photos of gnarly antlers, massive horns
and beefy skulls. Alongside each photo, hunters provide a general
location of their hunt, which might help you plan for next year.

FCYB20 | $9.95
ASSOCIATES $7.95

JOIN AS AN ASSOCIATE TODAY AND GET THE YEARBOOK FOR FREE!

FAIR CHASE YEARBOOK SET
Don’t miss out on owning all of our
Fair Chase Yearbooks! For the last
three years we have been compiling an
extra issue of Fair Chase, our annual
Yearbook. See over 600 field photos
accepted over the last three years,
and when you purchase the set you
save! (Regular price $9.95 each)

EACH ISSUE IS ALSO AVAILABLE
INDIVIDUALLY!
FCYBB1 | $25
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J OI N T ODAY!

B&C LIFETIME ASSOCIATE
Lifetime Associates are an integral
part of the Boone and Crockett
Club’s efforts to make conservation
of wildlife and their habitats a
priority. By becoming a Lifetime
Associate your commitment will
be added to many others like you
who consider themselves much
more than just hunters, but hunterconservationists. You understand
the importance of maintaining the
traditions of hunting, ethics, and
managing our wildlife and natural
resources based on science and
research. Anyone who is interested
in providing greater support to
B&C’s endowment and helping to
further the work of our missionbased programs—like hunter
ethics, conservation education,
big game records keeping—should
considering signing up.

We need the support of hunterconservationists such as yourself
to help us in our on-going efforts of
funding wildlife research, developing
conservation policy and laws, educating
future natural resource professionals,
and promoting hunting ethics.

LIFETIME ASSOCIATE
BENEFITS
n

SUBSCRIPTION TO FAIR CHASE MAGAZINE

n

LIFETIME SHIRT WITH B&C LOGO

n

LIFETIME HAT WITH B&C LOGO

n

LIFETIME ASSOCIATE PLAQUE

n

20% DISCOUNT ON SELECT B&C BOOKS AND
MERCHANDISE

n

SIGNIFICANT TAX DEDUCTION

n

INVITATIONS TO SPECIAL EVENTS

n

ONE-YEAR ACCESS TO BIG GAME
RECORDS LIVE!

n

YETI RAMBLER 36 OZ. BOTTLE

THE COST IS A ONE-TIME FEE OF $1,500* OR FOUR QUARTERLY PAYMENTS OF $375
WITH $500 GOING DIRECTLY INTO THE CLUB’S ENDOWMENT.
* If you are 65 and over you can now support the Boone and Crockett Club as a Lifetime Associate at the discounted rate of $1,250.
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BIG GAME RECORDS LIVE!
Big Game Records LIVE is the next
generation of Boone and Crockett Club’s
Trophy Search. Big Game Records
Live gives you searchable access
to B&C’s entire database of
accepted trophies for all species.
Subscribers will have access to
three different types of queries, with more
in development.
Big Game Records LIVE is an excellent
source for researching areas you
would like to hunt!

CLASSIC
TROPHY
SEARCH

Gives you the ability
to search by any
specific species
or combination
of species and
also filter on year,
location, or name.
This search also
gives you the option
to view the details
for a specific trophy
with access to digital
score charts and
photographs,
if available.

COUNTY
SEARCH

Interested in
which counties
are producing the
best results? Queue
up the County
Search! This vastly
improved search
also allows you
to drill down all
the way to the
individual trophies
within each county.
You can select
multiple states and
categories.

TROPHY
COMBINATOR

The trophy
combinator is a
colorful, realtime display of an
all-species trophy
distribution across
all states and
provinces for any
given year. You
simply enter a year
and then mix and
match the species by
clicking on them in
the graph’s legend.

METHOD
VISUALIZER

Want to know
the most popular
caliber for record
book Dall’s sheep?
How about the most
popular hunting
caliber for all
“book” animals? The
Method Visualizer
will show you the
most popular caliber
for more than 38
categories of North
American big game.

TDBS | $50 A YEAR
ASSOCIATES $40

Sign up as a Sportsman Associate or a Lifetime Associate and get a FREE one-year subscription to
Big Game Records LIVE (see pages 6 or 8).
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NEW FOR
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HOW TO SCORE NORTH
AMERICAN BIG GAME, 5th Edition
A JOINT OFFICIAL MEASURERS MANUAL FOR
BOONE AND CROCKETT AND POPE AND YOUNG
While the definition of a successful hunt
is left to its participants, the Boone and
Crockett Club scoring system remains
the benchmark for identifying mature
big-game animals and healthy big-game
populations.
In this newly revised edition of How to
Score North American Big Game, Boone
and Crockett Club collaborated with
Pope and Young Club to bring both
organizations’ scoring manuals into a
single text. From its founding in 1961,
Pope and Young has used Boone and
Crockett’s scoring system. With the steps
taken by both organizations to bring
slight differences that developed over
time together, this was the natural next
step in ensuring uniform use of the
system throughout North America. The
resulting text is the definitive guide to the correct
use of the Boone and Crockett scoring system
with both organizations’ rules and procedures
clearly outlined. It is explained in detail
using simple, straightforward language
and more than 100 color illustrations
and diagrams.

SPIR AL BOUND
PAPERBACK
- 280 pages
- 9.5 x 11.375 inches

BRMS5 | $45
ASSOCIATES $36

NEW! FIELD
SCORING KIT!

The Boone and Crockett Records Department
is pleased to announce the release of the
long-requested Field Scoring Kit. These
kits provide the necessary tools to arrive
at an accurate field green score as well
as the tools an official measurer needs
to score the majority of trophies.

MFSK | $119.95
ASSOCIATES $95.96
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OFFICIAL
MEASURING TAPES

Lip-end measuring tapes are used for pretty much
every scoring need (left).

MTBCC | $19.95
ASSOCIATES $15.95
Ring-end measuring tapes are only for measuring
circumferences (right).

MTBC | $19.95
ASSOCIATES $15.95

NEW! MEASURING
CABLE & CLIP SET

The Boone and Crockett Club measuring
cable set consists of two scoring cables.
1) A six-foot cable, with a rivet affixed
to one end and an alligator clip on the
other, is provided for taking beam
measurements where the starting
point is found by hooking the clip
under the burr. Both the alligator
clip and the circuit clip can be used
to mark the end of the beam.
2) A three-foot cable, with nothing
attached to either end, is also included.
With the end placed precisely on
the baseline, this cable is used for
measuring tine length. A circuit clip is
included for marking the tip of the tine.

MCAC2 | $18.95
ASSOCIATES $15.16

INSIDE E ACH K I T:
– Boone and Crockett ¼-inch steel ring-end tape
and ¼-inch steel lip-end tape
– Six-foot flexible steel cable with mini hook clip
– Folding carpenter’s ruler
–White masking tape and Two different colors of
electrical tape
– Boone and Crockett Club pencil
–Leather-covered mini ring binder with field score
charts and mini calculator

ince the turn of the
last century the Boone and
Crockett Club has been associated
with ranking big game animals by
measurements of their horns and
antlers. Our first involvement can be
traced to the First Annual Sportsmen’s
Exposition held in New York City in
1895. Roosevelt, along with two other
prominent B&C members, Archibald
Rogers and George Bird Grinnell served
as judges. This was during
the period of rampant
westward expansion
and the near decimation
of the big game species
of North America. This
continued through the early part of the
20th century. In an attempt to preserve
what was once present on the North
American landscape, Club members
William T. Hornaday and Madison Grant
began compiling the National Collection
of Heads and Horns. They were certain
the ship had passed and wildlife would
soon be only found in history books
and museums.

BIG GAME
RECORDS

Amazingly B&C and its members were
able to turn the tide by putting
hunting under the guidelines
of Fair Chase, a new concept
to sportsmen of that era, and
passing game laws, which halted
the downward spiral of game
populations. Through their efforts,
game species began to recover.
It became clear that collecting the best
specimens was no longer needed, and
tracking recovery was the next step
to take.
By creating a scoring system in 1950,
rewarding the traits of the healthiest
specimens, B&C intended to document
all mature big game species being
harvested or found to serve as a gauge
of overall habitat quality. By listing
hunters taking these animals in Fair
Chase conditions B&C continues
to promote ethics and sound game
management. What started as looking
for the best has become the longest
standing data set of big game recovery
and your help is needed to continue.
Whether you found a deer right at
the 160-minimum score for typical
whitetails or have the largest ever
whitetail harvested in your county, we
need the data.
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THREE NEW
B&C CLASSICS
RELEASED!
Each title in our B&C Classics Series
of hunting and adventure books was
selected by a committee of vintage
hunting literature experts and is
authored by a Boone and Crockett Club
member. Readers will be transported
back to a time when hunting trips
didn’t happen over a weekend, but
were adventures that spanned weeks,
months, or even years.

DRAGON LIZARDS
OF KOMODO

We hope you enjoy the books we’ve
selected for this series. They will give
you a strong sense of our hunting
heritage and provide hours of
entertainment for anyone who loves
adventure and the outdoors.

Follow B&C member W. Douglas Burden and his
wife on their expedition to the Dutch East Indies
in the 1920s in search of
what many considered
PAPERBACK
direct descendants of
- 216 pages, 6 x 9 inches
dinosaurs and what
BCDLK | $24.95
others thought may
ASSOCIATES $19.95
be true dragons—the
impressive and fierce
Komodo dragon. Not only did their party find
the giant lizards, they were able harvest many
for display in museums as well as capture live
specimens, which became a tourist attraction in
New York City. Much like the movie King Kong,
which was inspired by Burden’s book.

OTHER B&C CLASSICS
BOOKS AVAILABLE

Check out these previously released B&C
Classics books by Theodore Roosevelt and
Charles Sheldon. All books are paperback, and
also available in eBooks.

Since 1895, B&C has
had a strong tie
with publishing and
furthering hunting
and conservation.

BCAGT | $24.95

BCRLH | $24.95

BCWUY | $24.95

ASSOCIATES $19.95

ASSOCIATES $19.95

ASSOCIATES $19.95
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CAMP-FIRES ON
DESERT AND LAVA

Follow B&C member William T. Hornaday on his
month-long expedition in 1907 to the uncharted
lavascape of southern
PAPERBACK
Arizona and northern
- 384 pages, 6 x 9 inches
Mexico to an area
BCCFDL | $24.95 known as the Pinacate
region. Hornaday
ASSOCIATES $19.95
is joined by John M.
Phillips who had accompanied him two years
earlier in the Great North, chronicled in “CampFires in the Canadian Rockies”. You’ll once again
revel in their adventures with the author’s
entertaining
prose as they
encounter
interesting
characters,
extraordinary
craters,
amazing
cacti, and
collect desert
sheep for
the Carnegie
Museum.

RECENT HUNTING TRIPS
IN NORTH AMERICA

Follow B&C member Frederick C. Selous on his
hunting adventures for moose and caribou,
and a vast array of
other game, primarily
PAPERBACK
by traversing rivers
- 280 pages, 6 x 9 inches
and lakes by canoe
BCHTNA | $24.95
in the early 1900s.
ASSOCIATES $19.95
Experience a firsthand account his first
moose hunt in Canada, along with adventures
in caribou hunting in Newfoundland and the
Yukon Territory. He was accompanied by B&C
members, Charles
Sheldon, William
Osgood, and Carl
Rungius throughout
his adventures.

GIFT IDEA!

WE HAVE OTHER
BOOKS available
By Hornaday and
selous! Buy both
as a gift set.

BCCCR | $24.95

BCHWA | $24.95

ASSOCIATES $19.95

ASSOCIATES $19.95
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NEW FOR 2021
GIFT IDEAS AND ESSENTIALS FOR SPORTSMEN

SHIRTS, HATS, AND MORE!
N E W ! NATIONAL COLLECTION OF
HEADS AND HORNS T-SHIRT
CHADWICK RAM EDITION

Commemorating Boone and Crockett Club’s National Collection of Heads
and Horns, as well the Chadwick Ram, harvested by L.S. Chadwick.
The Chadwick Ram represents the Holy Grail of the sporting community.
Taken in 1936, it remains the number one Stone’s sheep in the Boone and
Crockett Club’s record book. Its horn lengths and size, its beauty and
symmetry, and its B&C measurements put it so far above any other Stone’s
sheep ever collected that sportsmen and scientists both suspect another
of its size and beauty may never be seen again.
The Chadwick Ram is a major part of B&C’s National Collection on display at
Johnny Morris’ Wonders of Wildlife National Museum and Aquarium.
– Long-sleeve heavyweight blended fabric (50/50 Cotton/Poly)
– Vintage Navy Heather, back silkscreen art
– Sizes M through 3XL

ATNNC | $30
ASSOCIATES $24
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N E W ! BOONE AND
CROCKETT BEAR T-SHIRT

Discreetly displaying one of Theodore
Roosevelt’s most famous quotes—and one
that those of us at Boone and Crockett Club
live by—below our name.
“The wildlife and its habitat cannot speak, so we must
and we will.” – Theodore Roosevelt
– Short-sleeve, ring-spun cotton/poly blend
– Heather Stone, front silkscreen art
– Sizes M through 3XL

ATSBCB | $25
ASSOCIATES $20

N E W!
BOONE AND
CROCKETT NORTH
AMERICA T-SHIRT

Founded in 1887, the Boone and
Crockett Club is North America’s
oldest conservation organization.
This t-shirt celebrates our measured
and thoughtful commitment to the
conservation of wild places and the
wildlife that call those places home for
134 years and running.
– Short-sleeve, 100% cotton
– Jet Black, front silk screen design
– Sizes M through 3XL

ATBOC | $25
ASSOCIATES $20
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GIFTS FOR SPORTSMEN

O

ver 100 years have passed since
sportsmen first adopted a new
approach to hunting called “fair chase”
that changed hunting forever. We have
changed. Technology has changed. Our
society has changed. What was once a
predominately rural society that
hunted and understood the benefits
of hunting is now predominantly
an urban one, where fewer people
have any real contact with the
land and its wildlife. We also live
in a democracy where the voice of the
majority rules. Today, the majority of
people that do not hunt or understand
hunting, thankfully still do not oppose
hunting. This too, can and is changing.
If the hunting traditions we cherish, and
our systems of wildlife conservation and
management that depend on hunting
are to remain, what we do now and the
image we project will either positively or
negatively affect this future.

FAIR CHASE
HUNTING

North American sportsmen were the
original conservationists and are
credited with the most successful wildlife
recovery and conservation system in the
history of mankind. Pubic stewardship
works because those closest to our natural
resources have taken responsibility for
these resources. Visit the Club’s web
site to read dozens of articles about fair
chase hunting.

HUNT FAIR
CHASE
T-SHIRT

– Modern, fitted shape
– 100% combed ringspun cotton jersey knit.
– Sizes M through XXXL

AFHS | $30
ASSOCIATES $24

FAIR CHASE
KNIT BEANIE
– Maroon
– Silky polyester lining

AHMB | $25
ASSOCIATES $20

N E W ! NAVY ELK
HUNTER CAP

Vintage brushed chino cap by Richardson,
featuring front embroidery design of an
elk hunter.
– High quality
– Structured, six panel cap
– Pre-curved visor
– Low profile
– Adjustable cloth hook and loop back strap.

AHNEH | $35
ASSOCIATES $28
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Search FAIR CHASE on
the B&C webstore for
additional Hunt Fair
Chase merchandise.
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N E W ! BLACK BEAR 1887
RISER WORK SHIRT
By Sitka Gear

A classic for fall and winter, the Riser Work Shirt
gets the job done. A clean, modern look with
moisture management and odor-control
means you can go from the barn to the
bar without skipping a beat.
– Long Sleeve
– Logo embroidered above pocket
– Sizes M through XXL

ASRWS | $120
ASSOCIATES $96

WILD
GOURMET

Wild Gourmet
is much more
than just a
cookbook—
improve the flavor of
your game with realworld processing tips. Learn to butcher your
own harvest with step-by-step, illustrated
instructions covering: rabbit, duck, squirrel,
turkey, elk, and salmon.
- Hardcover, 8 x 10 inches, 272 pages
- Over 300 color photographs

N E W ! BLACK AND
WHITE 1887 CAP

Classic Retro Trucker Cap featuring Daniel
Boone and Davy Crockett embroidered on
the front.
– Structured, six panel cap with pre-curved visor
– Mesh back with plastic adjustable snap closure.

BPWG | $34.95

AHBW87 | $30

ASSOCIATES $27.95

ASSOCIATES $24
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GIFTS FOR SPORTSMEN

N E W ! DETERMINATOR
EFFECTIVE RANGE TARGETS

Just five shots from 100 yards will determine your
effective range.
Knowing your effective range is crucial to making a
one shot, humane kill. No longer must you shoot at
extended distances (200-600 yards) to determine your
effective range of you and your equipment. Now, with
the Determinator Targets, you can shoot five shots at 100 yards and the
target’s special series of rings will identify your true, effective range.
– Sold in sets of 5 targets per pack.

ELK - ADRTE | $25

MULE DEER - ADRTM | $20

ASSOCIATES $20

ASSOCIATES $16

WHITETAIL - ADRTW | $20

PRONGHORN - ADRTP | $15

ASSOCIATES $16

ASSOCIATES $12

T

he Rasmuson Wildlife Conservation
Center on the Theodore Roosevelt
Memorial Ranch in Montana was built
to facilitate place-based conservation
education programs, which the Club uses
to communicate our message of wise and
shared use to both students
and adults. To date, over 50,000
individuals from all over the
United States and many other
countries have participated
in programs such as our
Conservation Education K-12 Programs,
Outdoor Adventure Camps, and Montana
High Adventure Base. An investment
in these educational programs builds a
deeper appreciation of the natural world
and conservation through the eyes, hearts
and minds of each and every participant.

Working in partnership with the Boone and Crockett
Club, Christopher Hansen is a Ph.D. candidate and
Boone and Crockett Fellow at the University of
Montana. His research explores the conservation
benefits of sustainable land use on mammal
communities, specifically focusing
on rangelands and Urbanization.
Be sure to check out Wildlife
Caught on Camera on B&C’s
website for the latest trail camera
photos and videos.

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

Today the Club’s Education Program is
focusing efforts on virtual learning and
on-line lesson plans. Be sure to check out
the Live Web Cam from the Education
Center, as well as our trail cam lesson
plans. Both of these unique new projects
can be found on the Club’s website.
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N E W ! B&C RAMBLER TRAVEL MUG

We’ve customized the new YETI 20oz Travel Mug with our
Daniel Boone and Davy Crockett logo!
This double-duty, on-the-go drink handler
is topped with the Rambler® Stronghold™
Lid—a leak-resistant, twist-on upgrade
that’s backed with dual-slider magnet technology. This lid
easily rotates to fasten for both right-and left-handed users,
adding a strong layer between your free-flowing drink and
the outside world. And if we’re talkin’ about where to take it,
its elevated handle lets you enjoy cupholder convenience just
about anywhere.

APYTMB20 | $40
ASSOCIATES $32

N E W ! KERSHAW COMEBACK 1887

A classic drop point blade pocket knife featuring our B&C 1887 logo
laser engraved on the handle.
The Comeback’s look is so clean that, at first glance, you won’t notice how
different it really is. For instance, there are no screws visible
from the front. All you see is the sweep of the blade and
handle, the oversized, concave pivot, and the handle insert
with its subtle, debossed Kershaw logo. The knife opens
smoothly with the KVT ball-bearing system. A sturdy frame
lock secures the blade safely open during use. Try it once and
you’ll “comeback” for more.
– 8Cr13MoV blade steel offers edge-holding capability, strength, and hardness;
stonewashed finish hides use scratches
– All-steel handle features oversize pivot, inset logo, decorative backspacer, and
unique pocketclip
– Manual opening with a flipper for easy, one-handed opening
– Measurements: Blade 3 inches; Closed 4.25 inches; Overall 7.5 inches

AKC87 | $85
ASSOCIATES $68
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GIFTS FOR SPORTSMEN

GREAT
RAMS IV

CHRONICLES OF
SHEEP HUNTING AND
LEGENDARY SHEEP
HUNTERS
ROBERT M. ANDERSON
Boone and Crockett
is excited to offer the
fourth installment of Bob
Anderson’s Great Rams
series. With nearly 500
images—vintage and
contemporary field photos
from decades of sheep hunting, plus a
special photo essay of rams in the wild—
and twelve captivating chapters, Great
Rams IV will keep readers enthralled
every time they turn the page!
Content is classic Great Rams style with
stories of legendary sheep hunters
and guides, and features on hunting
adventures in Alaska, Colorado, and
Yukon, women hunting guides, and
a four-part section on translocation
efforts, not to mention an in-depth
look at yesterday’s—and today’s—
sheep hunter in an extensive field
photo chapter.
GRE AT R AMS I V
- Numbered and signed by author
- 416 pages, Hard cover
- 10.75 x 10 inches

BPGR4 | $150
ASSOCIATES $120

ALSO AVAILABLE

GREAT RAMS III

We still have a few copies of Anderson’s
previous edition in the Great Rams
series available, published in 2012.
While supplies last.
GRE AT R AMS III
- Numbered and signed by author
- 328 pages
- 10.75 x 10 inches

BPGR3 | $125
ASSOCIATES $100
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SPECIAL LIMITED EDITIONS
THE LEGENDARY HUNTS OF
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
JOHN SEEREY-LESTER

Acclaimed wildlife artist John Seerey-Lester takes you on a historic journey in
words and paintings that will make you feel as though you were there, sharing the
exciting adventures with the former president in the book, The Legendary Hunts of
Theodore Roosevelt.
Readers will enjoy over 50 true stories devoted to
Roosevelt’s most spectacular hunts on three continents.
Complementing Seerey-Lester’s fascinating text are
more than 100 of his paintings and sketches, which
altogether provide a fascinating glimpse into the life of
the former president and his passion for
wildlife and adventure.

UNIQUE GIFT IDEA!
Books are signed by the
artist, plus you’ll receive
a signed print too!

B&C LIMI TED EDI T ION
- Special tipped-in signature page autographed by
John Seerey-Lester and a signed giclée print, “TR
and Skip Headin’ Home” (right)
- Gilt edges, and a gold foil stamped cover in a
matching slipcase

BPLHTR | $250
ASSOCIATES $200
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RECORD BOOKS

RECORDS OF NORTH
AMERICAN WHITETAIL
DEER, 6th Edition
CELEBRATING OVER A CENTURY OF BOONE AND
CROCKETT WHITETAIL DEER
The definitive book of wild, free-ranging trophy whitetail deer in North America!
This greatly expanded sixth edition features over 17,000 trophy listings for whitetail
and Coues’ whitetail deer dating back to
the late 1800s up through December 31,
2019. Along with the state and provincial
listings, readers will also enjoy the
hunting stories of 37 of the top whitetail
deer taken in the 21st Century.

ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS EDITION:
– Over 300 color field photographs.

– Portraits of all the current state/
provincial whitetail deer, including 17
new records accepted since the last edition.
– State maps showing county distribution of whitetail deer entries.
– Full-size wall poster of the U.S. showing county distribution of
whitetail deer entries, measures 24x36 inches.

This fully-illustrated record book provides today’s sportsmen with everything they
need to know
about the current
distribution of
trophy whitetail
deer throughout
North America.
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888-840-4868

For the whitetail
hunters on your list
Nearly 700 pages of
whitetail hunting
awesomeness!

PR INTED HARDCOVER
- 688 pages
- 8 x 10 inches
- Includes 24x36” distribution
map. Also sold separately.

BRDR6 | $60
ASSOCIATES $48
Note: Only whitetail and Coues’
whitetail records that were
accepted by December 31, 2019,
are included in this book.

U.S. WHITETAIL DISTRIBUTION MAP
← INCLUDED IN THE BOOK AND SOLD SEPARATELY!
This colorful map measures 36 x 24 inches and ships flat when
purchased separately. It Includes the county distribution of
whitetail deer in the U.S. along with complete state/provincial
rankings and images of the two current World Records.

BMRDR6 | $20
ASSOCIATES $16
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RECORD BOOKS

BOONE AND CROCKETT
CLUB’S 30th BIG GAME AWARDS
WITH RECORD ENTRIES FROM

2016 THROUGH 2018

This 728-page volume is the most up-todate big game records book available with
a complete listing of over 4,400 trophies
accepted in the 30th Awards Program.
Each listing includes the B&C gross score
along with the B&C final score, selected
measurements, location and date of kill,
hunter and owner, as
HARDCOVER W I TH
well as the rank based
DUST JACKET
on the B&C final score
- 728 pages
- 7 x 9 inches
in the 30th Awards
BR30 | $65
Program.
ASSOCIATES $52

What sets this
publication apart from
other books are the
tales of the hunts for
95 of the top North
American big game
animals entered in the Club’s 30th Awards
Program, including new World’s Records
for bighorn sheep and Roosevelt’s elk.

Note: Only big game
records that were
accepted between
January 1, 2016 through
December 31, 2018, are
included in this book.

True collector’s edition!
Only 2,750 copies printed

And for the first time ever, this unique
record book has been published in full color! That means nearly 100 color portrait
photos of the top-scoring trophies to go with their stories, and over 250 color field
photos are included in the trophy listing section.

30TH AWARDS COMMEMORATIVE MERCHANDISE
CLEARANCE – 40% OFF! Available while supplies last...

LEATHER
KEY CHAIN
Made of 5-oz, full
grain leather in slate
grey with orange
contrasting waxed linen
accent stitching.
30KCLB | REGULAR $12.50
ON SALE FOR $7.50
Additional 30th Awards Merchandise
available in the web store — Specials.

GRAPHITE
PATCH HAT
This black and graphite "trucker hat"
features a leather embossed patch with
the 30th Awards logo. The structured
six-panel hat has a mesh back and a
classic snapback.
30HTBG
REGULAR $30
ON SALE FOR $18
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RECORDS OF NORTH
AMERICAN BIG GAME,
14th Edition
TWO-VOLUME SET

Long considered “The Book” of big game
records, Boone and Crockett Club’s
newest edition of its All-time records
book is the most complete listing that
catalogs the greatest big game ever
taken in North America.

WHAT’S INSIDE:
n

Listings of more than 32,000
North American big game
trophies in 38 categories
including B&C
final and gross
scores, detailed
measurements,
plus location and
year taken.

n

Stories, photos,
and score charts
for the World’s
Records, plus over
300 images of the
top-ranking big
game animals.

n

NOTE: Only big
game records that
were accepted before
December 31, 2015,
are included in this
book. Trophies
accepted after that
date are included in
our 30th Big Game
Awards book.

Over 350 color
field photos.

These one-of-a-kind
records books
live up to their
long-standing
reputation.
In its fourteenth edition since the
original book was published in 1932,
this new edition has grown to over 900
pages split between two-volumes, not
sold separately.

PAPERBACK SET
- Two volumes, over 900 pages
- Paperback binding
- 8.5 x 11 inches

BRR14PB | $80
ASSOCIATES $64
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CONSERVATION BOOKS
E XC E L L E N T G I F T I D E A S . . .

FOR THE
CONSERVATIONIST
ON YOUR LIST

SAVING SPECIES ON
PRIVATE LANDS
UNLOCKING INCENTIVES
TO CONSERVE WILDLIFE
AND THEIR HABITATS

GRINNELL
AMERICA'S ENVIRONMENTAL
PIONEER AND HIS RESTLESS
DRIVE TO SAVE THE WEST
By John Taliaferro
George Bird Grinnell, co-founder of the
Boone and Crockett Club and son of a New
York merchant, saw a different future for
a nation in the thrall of the Industrial Age.
With railroads scarring virgin lands and the
formerly vast buffalo herds decimated, the
country faced a crossroads: Could it pursue
Manifest Destiny without destroying its
natural bounty and beauty? The alarm that
Grinnell sounded would spark America’s
conservation movement. Yet today his name
has been forgotten―an omission that John
Taliaferro’s commanding biography now sets
right with historical care and narrative flair.
– 624 pages
– Hard cover
BPGAEP | $35
ASSOCIATES $28
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By Lowell E. Baier
With Christopher E. Segal
This book is a guide for private landowners who want
to conserve wildlife. Whether engaged in farming,
ranching, forestry, mining, energy development, or
another business, private working lands all have value
as wildlife habitat, with the proper management and
financial support. This book provides landowners
and their partners with a roadmap to achieve
conservation compatible with their financial and
personal goals.
This book introduces the art and language of
land management planning as well as regulatory
compliance with laws such as the Endangered
Species Act of 1973. It categorizes and explains the
tools used by wildlife professionals to implement
conservation on private lands. Moreover it
documents the multitude of federal, state, local, and
private opportunities for landowners to find financial
and technical assistance in managing wildlife, from
working with a local NGO to accessing the $6 billion
per year available through the federal Farm Bill.
– 376 pages
– Paperback
BPSSPL | $40
ASSOCIATES $32

888-840-4868

NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
POLICY AND LAW
BRUCE D. LEOPOLD, WINIFRED B. KESSLER, AND
JAMES L. CUMMINS – EDITORS

A basic understanding of wildlife law and policy is essential knowledge for anyone
who aspires to work in wildlife management and other natural resource fields.
Now, for the first time, conservationists, professionals, and students have all the
information they need in one comprehensive volume.
The book examines
the need for, and
history of, wildlife
policy and law;
BPNAWPL | $95
ASSOCIATES $76
wildlife and gun
NOTE: Also available as
ownership; wildlife
an e-book and individual
law enforcement;
chapter PDFs. Visit the
constitutional
web store for options.
authorities and
jurisdictions; how laws and policies are
made; statutory law and agency rule-making;
relationships of Indigenous peoples to
natural resources; and subsistence
resource use. The book’s extensive
coverage makes it an excellent reference
for anyone interested in natural
resource management, public policy, or
environmental law.
HARD COVER EDI T ION
- Over 200 color images
- 8 x 10 inches, 648 pages

Jessie Golding

University of Montana — MS, Wildlife Biology

Jessie’s research focused on novel
approaches to monitoring and
understanding rare species.

Winner of Two Gold Awards!

IBPA Benjamin Franklin book awards

BOONE AND CROCKETT FELLOW

FUTURE

A

LEADERS

mong the Boone and Crockett
Club’s most forward-looking initiatives is our
University Programs. This initiative is designed with a bold
vision: attract the brightest young people to the strongest
universities to work with the foremost wildlife faculty in
the country. The Club now has Professorship programs at
three universities, Fellowship programs at four others,
plus the Demmer Scholars Program in Washington, D.C.
We are also working on additional Professorship programs
at other universities across the country. The young people
we are attracting into these programs bring a passion for
wildlife conservation. We can be proud of our University
Programs because we are kindling that passion with an
education that one day will lead these people to be the 21st
century’s premier scientists and leaders in conservation.
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RECOGNITION ITEMS — Associates receive a Boone and Crockett
window decal

DISCOUNTS — Associates receive a 20 percent discount on select
Boone and Crockett Club books and merchandise

ASSOCIATES ON-LINE COMMUNITY
— As an Associate they will have
exclusive access to the Associates
Community of the Club’s web site. This
includes: Searchable field photos, Archives of past Fair Chase
articles, Their own personal scoring database

2020 Fair Chase Yearbook

FOUR ISSUES OF FAIR CHASE
MAGAZINE (print and digital)

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS BY PHONE ONLY,
CALL TOLL-FREE 888-840-4868

Be sure to have the mailing address for the person receiving
the gift handy when you place your order.

1. We can ship their welcome packet to you for personal
delivery, or 2. Ship directly to them with a gift card and
personalized note.

TWO WAYS TO GIVE FAIR CHASE

n

n

n

n

n

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS INCLUDE:

$35 B&C GIFT ASSOCIATE

Sign up your hunting partners, friends, family, and
anyone you think might benefit from joining the Boone
and Crockett Club.

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING!

GIVE THE GIFT
OF FAIR CHASE
w w w. b o o n e - c r o c k e t t. o r g

250 Station Drive, Missoula, MT 59801

BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB

